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The Learning Disabilities Association of America’s
White Paper on Evaluation, Identification, and Eligibility Criteria
for Students with Specific Learning Disabilities
The background and reason for the White Paper became apparent when the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
Statute was published in 2004. Members of the LDA Board of Directors were pleased that the definition of Specific Learning
Disabilities (SLD) remained intact. But when the Regulations were published in 2006, it was surprising to find that the SLD
evaluation criteria and identification criteria were no longer aligned with the SLD definition in IDEA. Both of these criteria
changed from taking the cognitive nature of SLD into consideration, to instead aligning IDEA with the regulations in the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA/NCLB) and putting the emphasis on identifying students who are not achieving
adequate for the child’s age or the attainment of State‐approved grade‐level standards, not abilities. In effect, the new criteria
virtually eliminated a great many students with SLD, including some who have high academic achievement in some areas but
markedly low achievement in other areas.
In 2008 LDA partnered with a group of professionals who were also concerned that the cognitive nature of SLD was not given
much, or in some cases, no consideration but rather was looked upon as a condition that is educational in nature. The idea for
the White Paper grew out of this partnership of professionals and members of LDA and was presented at a Symposium held at
the LDA International Conference held in Baltimore, February 2010.
We want to give our great appreciation and thanks to James B. (Brad) Hale Ph.D. an eminent neuropsychologist, who took on
the Herculean task of authoring both the Survey and the White Paper. Brad is an outstanding writer and his dedication to the
evaluation, identification and education of students with learning disabilities was made evident through the countless hours he
spend gathering data and using that information to draw the conclusions that are presented in the paper. This White Paper is
his gift to LDA and we are extremely grateful.
We also want to express our gratitude to Monica McHale Small Ph.D. Monica, who serves on the Board of the National
Association of Pupil Service Providers, undertook the effort of sending the Survey to members and friends of her association.
The response she received was extremely impressive and greatly added to the findings of the Survey sent out by LDA.
We especially want to thank the following members of the White Paper Expert Panel, esteemed professionals from around the
country, who took time to express their support for students with SLD and their concern over the evaluation and identification
system put into place with the reauthorization of the IDEA in 2004.
Hale, J., Alfonso, V., Berninger, V., Bracken, B., Christo, C., Clark, E., Cohen, M., Davis, A., Decker, S., Dumont, R., Elliott, C.
Feifer, S., Fiorello, C., Flanagan, D., Fletcher‐Janzen, E., Geary, D., Gerber, M., Gerner, M., Goldstein, S., Gregg, N., Hagin, R.,
Jaffe, L., Kaufman, A., Kaufman, N., Keith, T., Kline, F., Kochhar‐Bryant, C., Lerner, J., Marshall, G., Mascolo, J., Mather, N.,
Mazzocco, M., McCloskey, G., McGrew, K., Miller, D., Miller, J., Mostert, M., Naglieri, J., Ortiz, S., Phelps, L., Podhajski, B.,
Reddy, L., Reynolds, C., Riccio, C., Schrank, F., Schultz, E., Semrud‐Clikeman, M., Simon, J., Silver, L., Swanson, L., Urso, A.,
Wasserman, T., Willis, J., Wodrich, D., Wright, P., & Yalof, J. (2010).
Patricia Lillie, President
Learning Disabilities Association of America
February 2010
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Critical Issues in response‐to‐intervention, comprehensive evaluation, and specific
learning disabilities identification and intervention: An expert white paper consensus.
Document Overview and Purpose
The following Expert Panel White Paper should be considered a “working document” for reference purposes. This
White Paper project was undertaken to address the Learning Disabilities Association of America (LDA) concerns
regarding the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA) of 2004 statutory and regulatory
requirements for the identification of Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD), and the subsequent U. S. Department of
Education Final Regulations and Commentary regarding implementation of IDEIA (34 CFR Parts 300 and 301;
Federal Register, 2006).
The purpose of the White Paper is to provide additional information for and guidance to the federal government,
professional organizations, practitioners, and the public. The LDA is hopeful that this document will facilitate legal,
regulatory, policy, and training decisions, and ultimately, service delivery to children with SLD.
Subsequent to public release, the LDA sought to examine the arguments presented in IDEIA and the Final
Regulations. The LDA Public Policy/Advocacy Committee solicited a number of professionals to examine the
evidence that supported or refuted the information presented in the law and commentary. This LDA effort resulted
in an LDA White Paper Survey of experts in the field, which in turn led to the production of this White Paper.
This White Paper presents the expert professional opinions and empirical evidence regarding the identification of
children with SLD and best practices in SLD service delivery. The preliminary findings of the LDA Expert Panel Survey
(see Appendix A) and this White Paper represent the opinions and empirical evidence presented by 56 university
professors and researchers, special education administrators, and special education lawyers with expertise in and
public recognition for their work in SLD identification and intervention.
All Expert Panel participants have published extensively in SLD, cognitive/neuropsychological assessment of high
incidence disorders including SLD, and/or SLD educational intervention, in peer‐reviewed journals, peer‐reviewed
scholarly books, and/or argued legal cases in court proceedings. Individual curricula vitae are available upon
request. However, it is important to recognize this was not a random sample of potential experts, but rather a
survey of those individuals who have been recognized by their peers as SLD scholars with legitimate professional
investments in the law and practice concerning SLD identification and intervention.
This White Paper provides a summary of these Expert Panel White Paper Survey opinions, with relevant, but not
exhaustive citations (provided as endnotes) that provide support for these conclusions. The five major conclusions
drawn from these opinions and empirical evidence include:
1. Maintain the SLD definition and strengthen statutory requirements in SLD identification procedures;
2. Neither ability‐achievement discrepancy analyses nor failure to respond to intervention (RTI) alone is
sufficient for SLD identification;
3. To meet SLD statutory and regulatory requirements, a “third method” approach that identifies a pattern
of psychological processing strengths and deficits, and achievement deficits consistent with this pattern
of processing deficits, makes the most empirical and clinical sense;
4. An empirically‐validated RTI model could be used to prevent learning problems in children, but
comprehensive evaluations should occur whenever necessary for SLD identification purposes, and
children with SLD need individualized interventions based on specific learning needs, not merely more
intense interventions designed for children in general education; and
5. Assessment of cognitive and neuropsychological processes should be used not only for identification, but
for intervention purposes as well, and these assessment‐intervention relationships need further
empirical investigation.
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The following is a detailed examination of Expert Panel White Paper Survey responses, and empirical literature that
addresses the validity of these conclusions.
Conclusion 1: Maintain the SLD definition and strengthen statutory requirements in SLD identification
procedures.
For the SLD definition, a vast majority of participants indicated they strongly agree or agree with the hallmark
characteristics of SLD (92%), which suggests that these children have both psychological processing strengths and
deficits that result in specific disability that characterizes SLD (Item 1). This finding is consistent with other
practitioner surveys on SLD identification,1,2,3 professional organizations and consensus panels that have position
statements on SLD identification,4,5,6,7 and authors of numerous recent scholarly publications regarding the
essential defining characteristics of SLD. 8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44
Many participants felt strongly (i.e., strongly disagree or disagree; 82%) that the definition should not be amended
to include any child exhibiting low achievement or meeting minimal academic standards (Item 2), suggesting they
believe that low achievement alone is not a suitable diagnostic indicator for SLD.10‐12,14,17,19,20‐31,33‐38,41‐42 In addition,
Expert Panel comments reflected concern that those who were higher functioning cognitively, but still had
processing strengths and deficits that adversely affect achievement, would not be identified and served if a low
achievement definition were adopted.
Participants expressed concerns that the very essence of SLD lies in its definition, making it qualitatively and
functionally different from low achievement only,10‐12,14,17,19,20‐31,33‐38,41‐42 with many participants suggesting that SLD
identification should require multidisciplinary team recognition of and adherence to IDEIA SLD statutory language
when making eligibility determinations, which has not been emphasized in practice.10‐12,14,17,19‐29,33‐35,42
The conclusion that low achievement alone does not reflect SLD does not imply that only children with SLD should
receive intervention for their learning difficulties, or that those with low achievement should not receive
instructional support. Rather, it argues that changing the definition of SLD to allow those with low achievement to
receive special education services, which has occurred in the past with poor implementation of discrepancy
approaches for SLD identification, is not appropriate. On the contrary, empirical evidence suggests children with
low achievement would likely benefit from a response‐to‐intervention (RTI) model, where greater intensity of
instruction should likely lead to response for a significant percentage of students.45,46,47,48,49,50,51 However, for
chronically nonresponsive children subsequently identified with a pattern of cognitive assets and deficits that
underlie SLD need something different, particularly individualized instruction to meet their academic needs.10,16‐
17,21,31,35,42,52,53,54,55,56,57

Conclusion 2: Neither ability‐achievement discrepancy analyses nor failure to respond to intervention alone is
sufficient for SLD identification.
For SLD identification, there was a clear Expert Panel consensus that the two major models recognized by Congress
and OSERS – ability‐achievement discrepancy and failure to respond to intervention – are not sufficient for SLD
identification, with most participants indicating they strongly disagree or disagree with RTI (Item 5; 96%) and
discrepancy (Item 6; 88%) as stand alone methods for SLD determination. The experts indicated that one of the
most significant, and perhaps irreconcilable, problems with these approaches is there is no way to determine if
children identified with either approach meet the SLD statutory definition (i.e., exhibit a disorder or deficit in one
or more the basic psychological processes).
For ability‐achievement discrepancy, the Expert Panel conclusion is consistent with literature indicating that ability‐
achievement discrepancy has limited utility for SLD identification, and leads to a number of problematic
outcomes,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69 which is due at least in part to poor implementation of the discrepancy model
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and application of a discrepancy‐only approach in contrast to using discrepancy models as a necessary but
insufficient conditional model in SLD identification.70,71,72,73,74,75
According to experts and literature,56‐73 problems with the discrepancy model for SLD identification include, but are
not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uniform discrepancy application is insensitive to developmental differences in cognition and achievement;
Unclear which IQ score should be used to establish “ability” for discrepancy calculation;
Inability to distinguish between children with SLD and low achievers;
Inconsistent application of the approach across schools, districts, and states;
Over‐identification of students from diverse backgrounds;
Measurement problems that result in poor decision‐making;
Early identification is unlikely although it is critical for ameliorating problems (a “wait‐to‐fail” model); and
Encourages “test and place” practices which are neither an accurate nor an effective use of resources.

Although most in the Expert Panel can agree that RTI is important for prevention of learning problems and
providing early intervention services for all children, results suggest it too is problematic for SLD identification
purposes. The Expert Panel clearly indicated that RTI measures and methods lack technical adequacy for SLD
decision making (Item 11; 94% strongly disagree or disagree), and indicate that there is a dearth of empirical
evidence supporting the use of RTI alone in addressing the intervention needs of all children with SLD (Item 8; 86%
strongly disagree or disagree). Although it has been argued that RTI should be mandated for advancing academic
achievement in the schools,20 there are numerous reasons for which children do not respond to interventions, only
one of which is SLD; therefore, inferring SLD from failure to respond to intervention is not scientifically or clinically
justifiable.10‐14,16,17,19‐31,33‐38,41,42,51‐55,76,77
According to experts and literature,10‐14,16,17,19‐31,33‐38,41,42,51‐55,74,75,78,79,80,81 problems with an RTI approach for SLD
identification include, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No consensus on type of RTI to use (i.e., standard protocol or problem‐solving);
No consensus on a measurement model for defining responsiveness in RTI models;
No agreed upon curricula, instructional methods, or measurement tools with adequate technical quality;
RTI research has largely focused on word reading at the early elementary grades, with methods across
grades and content areas not empirically established;
No consensus on the definition of empirically‐based approaches;
Single subject design cannot be used because manipulation of more than one independent variable in
problem‐solving RTI precludes determining causation;
No empirically‐supported literature supporting determination of response or failure to respond, with
different groups of children identified as nonresponders by different methods;
No agreed upon teacher training standards or supervision methods to ensure interventions are carried out
with integrity;
RTI has no mechanism for differential diagnosis of SLD and other disorders;
RTI is nothing more than a model of “diagnosis by treatment failure”, which has long been proven to be a
poor model in medicine; and
There is no true positive in an RTI model, meaning that all children who fail to respond to quality instruction
and intervention are considered SLD by default.

The last point regarding RTI, that there is no true positive in an RTI model, is probably the most problematic for
using an RTI approach for SLD identification.13,24‐25,35 Without a true positive, there is no way to determine true
negatives, false positives, false negatives, and the sensitivity and specificity of the measures used in identification.82
This limitation could explain why studies examining responsiveness have not been successful in identifying
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responders and nonresponders reliably,76‐78 and who would be classified with SLD using an RTI model. Although
measurement models may need re‐evaluation in RTI practice,83 the subjectivity in determining responsiveness will
likely remain,84 and unless a true positive can be identified in an RTI model, its viability for SLD identification will
remain tenuous at best.
Conclusion 3. To meet SLD statutory and regulatory requirements, a “third method” approach that identifies a
pattern of psychological processing strengths and deficits, and achievement deficits consistent with this pattern
of processing deficits, makes the most empirical and clinical sense;
Although a majority of the participants indicated they strongly agree or agree (70%) with the statements that
children identified with SLD should meet the statutory (SLD definition) and regulatory (SLD method) requirements
prior to identification (Item 4), there was less agreement here, with some participants indicating they were neutral
(18%) or they disagree or strongly disagree (12%). In follow‐up questioning and review of open‐ended comments,
the respondents less committed to this statement had some difficulty with the current SLD identification methods
recognized by OSERS (i.e., ability‐achievement discrepancy and failure to respond‐to‐intervention), and instead
offered a preference for a SLD identification model using a pattern of processing strengths and deficits, which is
consistent with the SLD statutory definition.
The use of a processing strengths and weaknesses model allows for recognition of the SLD statutory requirements,
and is consistent with the “third method” approach stipulated in the final regulations (34 CFR Parts 300 and 301;
Federal Register, 2006), that indicates “300.309(a)(2)(ii) permits, but does not require, consideration of a pattern of
strengths or weaknesses, or both, relative to intellectual development if the evaluation group considers such
information relevant to the identification of SLD” (p. 46651). A strengths and weaknesses model makes good
empirical, clinical, and legal sense because it ensures children identified with SLD demonstrate one or more
processing deficits that interfere with academic achievement, the core characteristic of SLD.10‐12,14,19‐26,29,33 Not only
does this processing strengths and deficits approach make sense for SLD identification purposes, but processing
assessment could also lead to more effective individualized interventions for children who do not respond
adequately to intensive interventions in an RTI approach.9‐14,17,19‐26,29,31,33,38,50‐52,85,79,86,87,88,89
A pattern of processing strengths and weaknesses approach would be consistent with the strong support for the
SLD definition (Item 1; 92% agreement) and strong negative ratings for the singular use of either the SLD
discrepancy or RTI identification methods (Items 5 and 6, 96% and 88% disagreement respectively). In addition, the
Expert Panel consensus was clear that even a dual discrepancy RTI approach, namely low achievement and failure
to respond to intervention, was not sufficient for SLD identification (Item 11), as most respondents answered
strongly disagree or disagree (94%) with this item. In addition to the RTI methodological limitations described
earlier, dual discrepancy approaches such as low achievement and failure to respond to intervention,43,74,77,90,
cannot discriminate between those with SLD and those who are low achieving for some other reason, and would
not consider high ability individuals who demonstrated relative, albeit significant, processing and achievement
deficits as being children with SLD. Thus, this method would violate SLD statutory requirements.10‐13,20‐26
To support the processing strengths and weaknesses approach to SLD identification, a majority of the Expert Panel
either strongly agree or agree that there are technically‐sound measures for identifying these cognitive and
neuropsychological processing strengths and weaknesses (Item 7; 96%), and that these measures should be
administered prior to identification of SLD (Item 12; 92%), with the mean scores indicating most strongly agree
(76%) with the latter statement.
Certainly, phonological processes are important to consider for children with reading SLD, but clearly there are
multiple psychological processes that affect reading, mathematics, language, and written expression.9‐29,32‐33,37‐39,50‐
52,54,79,82,91,92,93,94,95
A majority of the Expert Panel indicated they strongly agree (86%) or agree (10%) that there is
empirical evidence that other psychological processes affect reading, math, and writing achievement, suggesting
assessment of these processes is critical for SLD identification and service delivery (Item 3).
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There is a clear Expert Panel consensus that technically sound assessment tools are available for assessment of
cognitive and neuropsychological processes (Item 7; 70% strongly agree, 26% agree), which should be administered
prior to SLD identification (Item 12; 92% agreement), thereby ensuring that children identified with SLD meet IDEA
statutory (i.e., definition) requirements regarding processing assets and deficits (Item 1; 92% agreement). The
relevance of cognitive and neuropsychological assessment as part of a comprehensive evaluation prior to SLD
identification is not only the position of the Expert Panel, but also one recognized and discussed in a number of
scholarly works.9‐29, 32‐33,37‐39,50‐52,54,79,82,87,96,97,98
Conclusion 4. An empirically‐validated RTI model could be used to prevent learning problems, but
comprehensive evaluations should occur whenever necessary for SLD identification purposes, and children with
SLD need individualized interventions based on specific learning needs, not merely more intense interventions
designed for children in general education.
There was inconsistent agreement that an RTI approach should be attempted prior to comprehensive evaluation
for SLD determination (Item 10; 43% strongly agree or agree; 29% neutral; 28% disagree or strongly disagree), yet
the majority of the Expert Panel surveyed report that both RTI and comprehensive evaluation of psychological
processes are important in a balanced service delivery model. In follow‐up discussion with experts and a review of
comments, this inconsistency in ratings likely reflects disagreement over the utility of increasing intervention
intensity in an RTI model as is suggested by some RTI proponents,44,49,66,99,100,101 and/or concern over the lack of
consistent RTI practices across schools, districts, and states,102,103 which is also a major criticism of the ability‐
achievement discrepancy method as noted earlier.68‐73
The Expert Panel also strongly disagreed or disagreed (86%) that RTI will meet the needs of all children with SLD
(see Item 8), because these students need individualized services, not simply more intense ones. Expert Panel
comments also indicated concern that the delay between recognition of a learning problem in an RTI model, and a
comprehensive evaluation for SLD identification and service delivery, could be detrimental to children’s well‐being
if poor responsiveness is not addressed immediately or in a timely manner given the child’s functional impairment.
Clearly, when children do not respond to our best attempts at intervention, team decisions are necessary to
determine when comprehensive evaluation of cognitive and neuropsychological processes is warranted.9‐29,32‐33,37‐
39,50‐54,79‐91

It is also important to note that several Expert Panel participants strongly agree or agree (43%) that intervention
should be attempted within an RTI framework prior to comprehensive evaluation (Item 10). This agreement likely
reflects a need to serve those children with learning delays within an RTI model, yet providing comprehensive
evaluations as soon as possible for SLD identification and service delivery for those children who appear to have
significant processing strengths and deficits, even if a multi‐tiered RTI model has not been completed. In other
words, the Panel Experts suggest some decision‐making flexibility is required for nonresponders in an RTI model if
sufficient evidence exists that a comprehensive evaluation is needed to address the learning deficits experienced
by children with SLD.
Conclusion 5. Assessment of cognitive and neuropsychological processes should be used not only for
identification, but for intervention purposes as well, and these assessment‐intervention relationships need
further empirical investigation.
One of the frequent criticisms of cognitive and neuropsychological assessment is that it is not related to
intervention, even though in recent years researchers have begun to show the relevance of cognitive and
neuropsychological assessment for determining responsiveness to academic and behavioral
intervention.11,22,25,84,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118
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Given that this research has only recently begun to emerge, it is not surprising that the Expert Panel had mixed
ratings on Item 9 addressing the relationship between cognitive and neuropsychological processes and intervention
(74% agree or agree; 18% neutral; 8% disagree). In written comments, several respondents indicated that the
evidence was stronger for some cognitive and neuropsychological processes and intervention (e.g., reading) than
others (e.g., math, writing), and that further research involving technically‐adequate measures to determine
cognitive, neuropsychological, and academic response‐to‐intervention interrelationships was necessary.
Clearly, the Expert Panel results suggest further research is needed for establishing relationships between cognitive
and neuropsychological assessment data, SLD identification methods, and intervention strategies and to document
the concurrent, ecological, and treatment validity of evaluation results.
Summary and Conclusions: Both RTI and comprehensive evaluation of psychological processes are needed to
optimize service delivery for children with and without SLD.
Consistent with many cognitive and neuropsychological assessment and intervention studies now available in peer‐
reviewed publications, the evidence presented here suggests that using technically‐adequate measures to explore
psychological processing strengths and deficits, and concomitant achievement deficits could lead to better practice
in SLD identification and service delivery.
To accomplish this end, the U.S. Congress, U.S. Department of Education, education policy makers, and
professional stakeholders in SLD need to work together to find common ground if we are to better the lives of
children with learning delays using an RTI approach, and those children with learning deficits using a processing
strengths and deficits approach.
This combination of empirically‐supported best practices could reduce the need for special education referral and
evaluation by providing children with learning delays early intervention services using RTI methods, but for those
children who do not respond to our best attempts at intervention, additional evaluation of processing strengths
and deficits could lead to more accurate identification of SLD and other high incidence disorders.
This more balanced, integrative approach would ensure that any child identified with SLD meets rigorous
inclusion/exclusion criteria (i.e., inadequate response to intervention, processing strengths and deficits,
achievement discrepant from processing strengths and consistent with processing deficits). This would ensure any
child classified with SLD meets IDEA statutory and regulatory requirements. With a true positive determined in such
an approach, subsequent research could examine true positives, false positives, true negatives, and false negatives
to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of different measures used in the identification process.
In addition, such a balanced practice approach would ensure that when greater intensity of instruction is not
successful in an RTI model, those children who are chronic nonresponders could receive individualized instruction
based on their unique patterns of cognitive and academic processing strengths and needs. This processing
information can be integrated into a larger problem‐solving model approach to service delivery, where
individualized interventions can be designed, implemented, evaluated, and recycled as necessary until a
satisfactory level of responsiveness is achieved.
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APPENDIX A
Learning Disabilities Association of America
LDA/SLD Evaluation and Identification Project
Expert Panel Survey
This survey consists of two parts. It is designed to develop content for the initial drafting of the LDA/SLD White
Paper on evaluation and identification of children with SLD.
The first part of the survey asks individuals to provide Likert ratings regarding their level of agreement with the
following statements. The second part asks individuals to provide at least 5 points which you would like to see
addressed in the white paper.
PART I. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements on a 1 to 5 Likert scale, with 1
indicating strongly disagree to 5 indicating strongly agree.

1. Children with specific learning disabilities have a deficit
(i.e., cognitive weakness) in the basic psychological processes
in the presence of cognitive integrities (i.e., cognitive strength).

Strongly
Disagree
1
2

Neutral
3

Strongly
Agree
4
5

M = 4.70, SD = .86
2. The definition of specific learning disabilities should be
1
amended to include any child who is not meeting minimal
academic standards (e.g., failing to respond to instruction/low
achievement).

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

M = 1.66, SD = 1.06
3. There is empirical evidence that there are basic
psychological processes beyond phonological awareness that
have direct links to reading, math, and writing achievement.
M = 4.82, SD = .48
4. Children identified with SLD should meet both statutory
(i.e., SLD definition) and regulatory (i.e., SLD identification
method) IDEA language.
M = 3.94, SD = 1.24
5. Using failure to respond to intervention is all that is
necessary for identifying a child with a SLD.
M = 1.20, SD = .80
6. Using ability‐achievement discrepancy is all that is
necessary for identifying a child with a SLD.
M = 1.43, SD = 1.04
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7. There are technically sound cognitive and/or
neuropsychological measures currently available
for use in identification of a deficit in the basic
psychological processes.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

M = 4.64, SD = .63
8. Increasing intervention intensity in a multi‐tier
response to intervention model will meet the academic
and psychosocial needs of all children with SLD.
M = 1.61, SD = .98
9. There is empirical research that documents the
relationship between psychological/neuropsychological
processes and intervention outcomes.
M = 3.94, SD = .89
10. A response to intervention approach should be
attempted before a child is referred for a comprehensive
evaluation for SLD identification.
M = 3.18, SD = 1.21
11. There are technically sound measures and decision
rules that indicate a dual discrepancy RTI approach
(i.e., failure to respond to intervention and below
minimum academic benchmarks) is sufficient for SLD
identification.
M = 1.47, SD = .76
12. Administration of cognitive and/or intellectual measures
should be required for identification of SLD.
M = 4.66, SD = .69
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